Remedia‘s
Radiation Protection Bag for
Homeopathic Remedies
The arrival of modern technologies in everyday life led to additional radiation exposure.
Among other things, radiation has been linked to radar beams, microwaves, induction
cookers, wireless routers, GSM mobile radio antennas, mobile phones, and DECT cordless
telephones.
Protection for your homeopathic remedies!
Effective radiation protection through high-quality silver fabric grants shielding up to
99.99%. Remedia radiation protection bags store up to five Remedia 1g globules tubes or
up to five 10g Remedia globules vials of homeopathic remedies.

Product and Safety Information (leaflet):
Supplier:
REMEDIA Homöopathie Mag. Robert Müntz Ges.m.b.H
Hauptstraße 4, A-7000 Eisenstadt
Internet: www.remedia.at
Declaration of Conformity according to EU Guideline:
All of Remedia radiation protection bags comply with the applicable legal
regulations in terms of product design and liability. Only base materials are
delivered by European companies, comply with the relevant guidelines regarding
hazard materials. Remedia products are marked with the CE mark.
Operating Instructions for Remedia Radiation Protection Bags:
The bags are intended exclusively for the storing tubes, caps, phial ect. containing
homeopathic remedies. Take care according to a proper use by carefully closing it.
It is to ensure a solid seal of the bag. The physical effect of the Faraday cage which
secures the homeopathic remedies by shielding electromagnetic radiation
(electromagnetic waves) only by a proper close . Do not Overfill the bag. Note: The
bags is not a toy and may be not give in children’s hand.
Washing and Cleaning Constructions for Remedia Radiation Protection Bags:
Remedia protection bags must not be washed by hand. The effect of hand washing
may damage the mesh of the silver fabric or destroy it, which can affect the shield.
Light impurities should be careful removed with a damp cloth. If strong
contamination occurs, we recommend using a washing machine (gentle cycle, no
spin) up to a temperature of 30° Celsius.

Remedia Key-Bag
ca. 10 x 8 cm

Remedia Radiation Protection Bag
ca. 16 x 11,5 cm

- For secured protection of
homeopathic remedies
- Ideal for up to five 1g Remedia tubes
- Equipped with a key-ring for fixing at
backpacks, knapsack and others bags

- For secured protection of
homeopathic remedies
- Ideal for up to five 10g Remedia globules vials
- For storing homeopathic remedies at home,
using under normal days as well as on
travelling

Warranty for Remedia Radiation Protection Bags:
Remedia bags are manufactured with granding a warranty period of 2 years. Legal
warranty regulations are valid and the General Terms and Conditions of the
Remedia shall apply.
Confirmation HF-Shielding:
The Remedia radiation protection bags use the
shielding fabric „YSHIELD SilverTwin“ for dampening
(shielding) against electrosmog (HF up to 20 GHz).
This fabric achieved a proven HF-shielding of up to
57db in regular testings. Test protocols are available
on request.

